Tunable switching dynamics of a single Si dopant in GaAs(110)
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Moore’s law [1] describes the tremendous downscaling of the size of a transistor in the past decades. An equal trend has affected other electronic components such as, for instance, a memory cell. Reducing the size of current flash memory further could potentially decrease the energy needed for operation and increase the read and write speed. It is an ultimate dream to realize charge-based electronic functionality such as nonvolatile memory operations on a single atom that is locked into place in a semiconductor host [2]. Several examples of atomic-scale charge-based electronic device functionality have been demonstrated recently. For instance, on atomically flat surfaces, chains of atoms [3,4] and dangling bonds [5,6] were constructed that can be employed in logic operations. In other studies, charge manipulation on single dopants is reported that allows the tuning of the local electronic transport through transistor devices [7,8]. Furthermore, purely mechanical bistable atomic-scale systems have been demonstrated in the form of molecule cascades [9], buckled dimers at the Si (100) surface [10], and atomic break-junction structures [11]. In this Rapid Communication, we investigate the dynamics of a single bistable Si dopant in the GaAs (110) surface with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and connect the switching behavior with a physical model to the relevant tunneling barriers in the system. Furthermore, we show how a single Si dopant atom has been successfully used as a memory cell on which the information can be stored ≥25 s, albeit with switching times on the second time scale at $T = 5$ K. We suggest that there is no fundamental objection to transfer this approach to a device in the bulk because similar bistable behavior is well known for the same Si dopant embedded in bulk AlGaAs, known as the DX− center [12].

GaAs n-type wafers doped with a Si concentration of $\sim 2 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ were used in the experiments. To obtain atomically flat and clean (110) surfaces, the samples were cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) under a pressure of $\leq 2 \times 10^{-11}$ mbar. The measurements were performed in an Omicron low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (LT-STM) operated at $T = 5$ and 77 K. Polycrystalline W wires were electrochemically etched to obtain tips with an atomically sharp apex. Tip heating and Ar sputtering were done under UHV conditions for improved stability.

Si in GaAs is a dopant that is well studied by STM [13,14]. Recently, bistable behavior of Si atoms in the (110) surface layer of GaAs was observed during scanning with a STM tip [15,16]. Only and all the Si dopants in the surface layer exhibit this behavior; the dopants below the surface do not. Figure 1 illustrates this bistability with STM topographic images of the same Si dopant. The bright contrast, stable at relatively high bias voltage, resembles a positively charged Si donor coordinated on a Ga site in the lattice, which is relaxed inwards with respect to the surface, denoted as $\text{Si}^+$. A clear ionization disk can be observed around the dopant, which corresponds to the boundary between the neutral and positive charge state of the Si atom. The ionization occurs through the local presence of the tip due to tip induced band bending (TIBB) [17,18]. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations confirm that the dark contrast, stable at relatively low bias voltage, corresponds to a negatively charged Si, denoted as $\text{Si}^-$. It has moved slightly in the lattice, from the original relaxed Ga site to a position located more outwards with respect to the surface, $\text{Si}^-$. It is energetically the most favorable configuration in the (110) surface of GaAs. Both configurations are metastable, meaning that an energy barrier $E_{\text{bar}}$ has to be overcome to switch from one state to the other [12,20]. If the TIBB is large, electrons from the dopant can escape into the conduction band of the semiconductor host, resulting in $\text{Si}^+$. The opposite process of electron capture depends on the current injected by the tip. If the TIBB is small, captured electrons remain bound to the dopant atom, resulting in $\text{Si}^-$. Continuous switching occurs when both processes are active. Although in principle the neutral charge state of the donorlike configuration is stable at low temperature, in the experiments presented in this work the TIBB of the STM tip located directly on top of a bistable Si always resulted in either the positive or the negative charge configuration.
FIG. 1. (Color online) Left: $8 \times 8$ nm$^2$ STM topography images of a single bistable Si atom in the GaAs (110) surface, where the fast scan direction is left to right and the slow scan direction is bottom to top. $I = 70$ pA and $T = 5$ K. Right: STM tip height traces recorded in time, offset from each other for clarity. The top brown line corresponds to a stable $\text{Si}^+$ and the bottom orange line to a stable $\text{Si}^-$. The middle blue line shows the switching behavior in time as random telegraph noise. $I = 75$ pA and $T = 77$ K.

In several experiments described in this work, the $Z$ position of the STM tip was recorded in time, giving information about the charge state of a bistable Si atom. These measurements were conducted while the tip was in tunneling contact in constant current mode, but was restricted to a single point exactly on top of a bistable Si. This measurement configuration allows the recording of random telegraph noise of the switching when specific tunneling conditions are applied (see Fig. 1). The random telegraph signal noise data were taken at low temperature to limit both the horizontal and lateral drift of the tip and sample. The distance between tip and sample, which can only be estimated, is in the order of 1 nm. However, the tip height $\Delta Z$ is the exact distance with respect to a fixed reference level determined by the piezomotors of the STM. For every combination of bias voltage and tunneling current, the tip height changes accordingly. Therefore, in order to determine the Si charge state, a reference measurement on the surrounding GaAs material is needed. We recorded two-dimensional (2D) topographic images to obtain the charge state of the Si atom for every applied tunneling condition. This information is then used to determine the charge state when the tip is restricted to a single point. In the figure, the middle blue line shows bistable behavior of a dopant at a critical bias voltage of $V = +0.85$ V. The switching frequency at these conditions is about 1 Hz. $\text{Si}^+_i$ appears as an elevation in the surface corresponding to a retracted tip, while $\text{Si}^-_i$ shows up as a depression corresponding to an extended tip. The difference in tip-sample distance between $\text{Si}^+_i$ and $\text{Si}^-_i$ is in the order of 50 pm, which is well above the $Z$-noise level of the STM of about 5 pm. The top brown line is taken on top of the same bistable Si atom and shows a stable charge level corresponding to $\text{Si}^+_i$. Similarly, the bottom orange line represents $\text{Si}^-_i$.

In Fig. 2, various random telegraph noise measurements on single bistable Si dopants are presented that reveal the dynamic behavior of the switching process. For these measurements, analog electronics analyzing the tunneling current were combined with the STM in order to evaluate the switching frequency and the occupation of the two charge states [21,22].

In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) 2D maps on and around a bistable Si are depicted that represent the switching frequency and occupation of the positive charge state, the latter within a circle of confidence. Switching frequency recorded at the center of the bistable dopant as a function of (c) bias voltage taken at $I = 150$ pA and (e) average tunneling current. Occupation of states as a function of (d) bias voltage taken at $T = 150$ pA and (f) average tunneling current taken at $V = +0.99$ V. Dots are the measurements, error bars originate from the noise in STM height data, and lines are fits of the data with Eq. (3). Measurements were obtained at $T = 5$ K.
The switching frequency $f$, the negative charge state occupation $n_-$, and the positive charge state occupation $n_+$ that are observed in the measurement are expressed as

$$f = \langle \tau \rangle^{-1} = \frac{f_{+\rightarrow -} - f_{-\rightarrow +}}{f_{+\rightarrow +} + f_{-\rightarrow -}},$$

$$n_- = f_{+\rightarrow -} f,$$  

$$n_+ = f_{-\rightarrow +} f. \tag{3}$$

The data recorded on a single dopant shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(f) were fitted with the physical model using Eq. (3). The following fitting procedure was used. The parameters $b_1$ and $b_2$ were estimated from the $f$ vs $V$ data. Using this as input, the $f$ vs $I$ data sets yielded the starting point for parameters $c_1$ and $c_2$. The occupation data then served as a further optimization and gave the range for parameters $a_1$ and $a_2$. In the final step, the fits on the full data set were optimized to find the best global match. We find $a_1 = 1.3$ GHz/pA, $a_2 = 4.7$ μHz, $b_1 = 47$ mV, $b_2 = 42$ mV, $c_1 = 0.60$ nA, and $c_2 = 0.20$ nA. The large difference in order of magnitude between $a_1$ and $a_2$ is there because the offset for the frequency distribution maximum in terms of $V$ is part of the prefactors. Moreover, the exponents contain both positive and negative contributions, further enhancing the difference between $a_1$ and $a_2$. The fits demonstrate that both the voltage and current dependence of the model are in good agreement with the experimental data. The switching frequencies in the order of $\sim 10^9$ Hz observed here are orders of magnitude lower than, for example, the $\sim 10^9$ Hz seen in the hopping of CO molecules on Cu (111), described in Ref. [9]. Moreover, tunneling currents of $\sim 200$ pA used in the experiments correspond to $\sim 10^9$ electrons s$^{-1}$, which implies that at $T = 5$ K only 1 in $10^7$ electrons is captured on the dopant atom when the tip is located directly on top.

The fit parameters are related to the tunneling process and its relevant tunneling barriers and therefore do not give quantitative information about the switching mechanism itself. However, from $I(Z)$ data, directly available from the measurements presented in Figs. 2(c)–2(f), a rough measure for the TIBB at the surface can be determined [23,24]. Employing iterative calculations of the Poisson equation and the tip work function using the method developed by Feenstra in Ref. [25], we determine the flatband condition to be $V_{FB} = -0.9 \pm 0.7$ V. The switching frequency maximum at $V = +0.98$ V results in a TIBB at the surface of $E_{BB} = 0.4 \pm 0.2$ eV. Both values confirm that indeed the studied system experiences positive band bending for all experimentally applied bias voltages, as is assumed in this work. The onset of the switching starts approximately around $V = +0.80$ V, at a TIBB of $E_{BB} = 0.3 \pm 0.1$ eV. The latter value is a measure for the binding energy of the Si$^-$ configuration, because then the dopant level at the surface aligns with the conduction band edge in the bulk, allowing the escape of electrons. This observation corresponds well to the DFT calculations that predict that this state is a deep trap [19,26].

Through understanding of the dynamic behavior of the Si dopant, we can choose the tunneling conditions such that it can be employed for demonstrating memory operations on a single atom. The Si charge state is nonvolatile at low
temperatures, which enables the storage of information [16]. For memory operation, three separate conditions need to be distinguished: (a) setting the system to $\text{Si}^{0}$, (b) setting it to $\text{Si}^{+}$, and (c) detecting the charge state. The two states can be set by choosing the bias voltage either relatively low or high, respectively. If the energy $eV$ of the STM-injected electrons is lower than the energy barrier between the two configurations, the switching can no longer take place, which allows the determination of the charge state without the STM tip affecting it.

Figure 4 shows experimental results where the bistability of Si was used for performing memory operations. In this measurement, the STM tip was restricted on top of a single bistable Si dopant in constant current mode and the height of the tip was recorded. To set a different tunneling condition, the measurement was paused several seconds, after which the voltage and current were adjusted before the measurement continued. The current was changed to lower the chance of a random switching and a lower voltage considerably extends the write delay.

A low bias voltage of $V = +0.40 \text{ V}$ does not influence the system and allows a “readout” of the Si charge state. To test for any hysteresis in the system, we applied several high and intermediate voltages in sequence, followed by a readout at low voltage. The readout always depended on the last write step only. The low current of $I = 5 \text{ pA}$ was chosen to stabilize the readout condition. A higher voltage increases the chance at writing a (0) and a lower voltage leads to more tip instability because it is tunneling closer to the band gap.

We postulate that the Coulomb interaction between bistable Si atoms can be used to build logic operators [27]. For this it is essential that the Si dopants can be positioned with atomic-scale precision in the surface. Several methods have already been employed in other studies to embed dopants with high spatial accuracy [7,28]. A charged Si dopant changes its surrounding potential landscape and therefore influences another Si dopant that is close enough. For instance, if a Si is negatively charged, the local upward band bending will make it easier for neighboring Si to switch to the positive charge state. In this approach we expect that one can construct logic gates with multiple bistable Si atoms. Control over the charge state at the surface can be achieved by local gates and scanning probe techniques such as STM [17,29] and atomic force microscopy (AFM) [3,30].

The application of embedded dopants as functional elements in a host material allows device operation outside UHV. The well-known bistable $\text{DX}^{−}$ center in bulk [12], associated with, for instance, a single Si dopant in AlGaAs, can be utilized in a similar manner as the presently studied Si in the GaAs surface. If the precise location of Si atoms embedded in bulk AlGaAs can be controlled or known, local nanoscale contacts and gates can be used to manipulate and probe a single Si $\text{DX}^{−}$ center. This approach should thus allow for the creation of atomic-size charge-based devices, for instance, memory cells or tunnel field-effect transistors (TFETs) [31]. Such devices can operate outside of UHV conditions and enable integration into more advanced electronic structures. Important prerequisites for real devices are the stability of the charge configurations at room temperature as well as the ability to write and readout at frequencies much higher than the dynamic range studied in this work.

In conclusion, the experiments and modeling of the switching dynamics of bistable Si atoms in the GaAs (110) surface reveal that electron escape and capture processes depend strongly on the applied tunneling conditions. We have demonstrated memory operations on a bistable Si dopant,
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where the STM tip acts as a gate for reading and writing the information.
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